
RMBL Fundamental Behavior Code & Sexual Misconduct Quiz 
 

1. Late one evening at a campfire an RMBL scientist asks a colleague to go on a Sunday hike. The 
colleague declines. The scientist then starts asking very personal questions and suggests that the 
colleague come back to the scientist’s cabin, which is close to their own. The colleague again 
declines. Later, as the colleague is walking back to their cabin, the scientist corners the colleague 
and makes a physical advance. The colleague declines, moves around the scientist, and gets out 
of the situation. What RMBL guideline is the scientist violating? 

a. Retaliation 
b. The “Ask Once” behavioral guideline. 
c. Domestics Violence 

 
2. You witness the above interaction between the scientist and colleague. What steps could you 

take to safely intervene as an active bystander? 
a. Directly intervene by saying to the scientist, “It sounds like our colleague isn’t interested 

and that your persistence is making them and others uneasy. Please stop.” 
b. Distract the scientist by asking about their research or favorite hiking location. 
c. Delay your intervention and check-in with the colleague the next day to tell them that 

what happened was wrong and make sure they are OK. 
d. Delegate intervention by informing a RMBL staff member at the campfire. 
e. Any of the above. 

 
3. In the above situation, the colleague is scared and unnerved by the behavior of the scientist and 

worried it might happen again. The colleague decides to report to the RMBL Title IX Coordinator, 
but asks not to move forward with a formal investigation. What other options are available to 
help the colleague to feel safe in the lab and in the field? 

a. Request assistance in a mediated discussion with the scientist. 
b. Ask that the scientist be assigned a different room assignment in another area of camp. 
c. Ask that RMBL provide the scientist with resources and training about sexual 

misconduct. 
d. Any of the above. 

 
4. A researcher tells an RMBL staff member that they have overheard what sounded like one RMBL 

resident sexually harassing another resident. As a RMBL employee, the staff member is 
responsible for disclosing what they heard to the RMBL Title IX Coordinator. After disclosure, 
what is the first step the RMBL Coordinator will take? 

a. The Title IX Coordinator will conduct outreach to the affected resident, which includes 
providing resources and information, and asking if this resident wants to make an 
official report. 

b. The Title IX Coordinator will immediately begin an investigation. 
c. The Title IX Coordinator will not respond. 

 



5. A research assistant (RA) tells a lab-mate that the RA was touched inappropriately by someone 
else in the lab and the RA wishes to report the behavior. Who can the lab-mate help the RA 
report to? 

a. The RMBL Title IX Coordinator. 
b. Another member of the RMBL staff if uncomfortable with option (a). 
c. Any member of the RMBL Management Team. 
d. An RMBL Board Member. 
e. Any of the above. 

 
6. As a member of the RMBL community, what ways can you get involved with contributing to a 

culture of respect and promoting diversity, equity, and inclusion at camp? 
a. Participate in programming put on by the Community Diversity Committee or others in 

camp that promote a culture of respect. 
b. Join free RMBL sponsored workshops on bystander intervention. 
c. Practice the expected behaviors of the RMBL Fundamental Behavioral Code. 
d. Continue the conversation with your friends and colleagues. 
e. All of the above. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answer Key 

1. B 
2. E 
3. D 
4. A 
5. E 
6. E 

 


